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Problems to be solved 

 Generation of atmospheric pressure plasmas with high electron  
    density (1012-1014 e/cc) may be performed by seeded hot gases.  
    However, that requires energetic materials; thus, for laboratory  
    usage a safe thermal plasma generation technique is needed; 
 Collisional plasmas with electron collision frequency of  
    1011-1012 rad/sec do not exhibit a pronounced response near the  
    plasma frequency. To evaluate the electron density of such  
    plasmas a method is needed which is more selective and  
    interference-free than traditional microwave techniques; 
 Plasma jets can be used for supply of RF power into the volume  
    occupied with a gas flow, instead of metal wires, which can be  
    deformed there or alter the flow structure. Only a plasma  
    antenna concept is known yet, from a few publications. 



Applications of thermally generated  
collisional plasmas 

I. Substitution of metal conductors for transmission of RF power  
   by surface waves: 

 Antennas for radiation of RF signals (an airborne system concept  
    for underground objects detection with a transmitter in a bomb, 
    by Lockheed Martin Corp., TX, US Pats.  #7340025, 6843178); 

 An inter-cloud discharge induced by a rocket (Nalchik, Russia). 

II. Modeling of plasma objects for laboratory use: 

 Modeling of the plasmas, created ahead of the reentry vehicle; 

 Modeling of the plasmas for calibration of the measurement  
    equipment at aerodynamic test facilities (on-flight plasma  
    parameters measurement, study of ionic engines, etc.). 

 



The low-pressure plasma jets (1-100 bar) 

Assuming the initial radial expansion velocity of the plasma jet in 
Soshenko’s tests to be equal to an axial flow velocity (the expansion 
angle at the edge is 45º), and knowing the reaction temperature in the 
plasma chamber ~ 4000K and the chamber pressure 1000 bar, we 
calculated the jet parameters – flow velocity 2 km/sec, pressure 
at the nozzle exit 65 bar, temperature 2300-2500K. The length 

of a non-mixed jet part was checked 
via “barrels”, knowing the Mach 
number and the nozzle size. The real  
jet was 2-3 times longer than it was 
supposed to be. For 10 times stronger 
charge in our early tests we observed 
twice longer jets but with the different 
flow parameters than Soshenko used. 

The photo of our 60-cm plasma jet. The mix  
was burning at 150 bar, nozzle diameter 6 cm.  



RF signals interaction with plasma  
layer/column (Appleton equation) 

           ██ - skin layer thickness δ≤1 cm and δ<λ/8,  ██ - same, our tests (D=0.8 cm, ve≈4·1011),  

██ - δ = 2-5 cm and δ<λ/8,  ██ - δ≤5 cm but δ≥λ/8,  ██ - no significant interaction.  

  Possible RF interactions with plasmas for 1-3 cm plasma thickness/radius: 
 

SW – surface wave propagation along the plasma object (impractical for fw>10 GHz),  
R – incident wave reflection, A – absorption. 

            ve (rad/sec) →  
 
 

Ne (e/cc)↓    fw (Hz) → 

1010 1011 1012 

400M  2G  10G  40G  400M  2G  10G  40G  400M  2G  10G  40G  

1011 A/R A 

1012 SW SW A A/R A/R A 

1013 SW SW SW SW SW SW A A/R A/R A/R A 

1014 SW SW SW R SW SW SW R SW SW A/R A/R 



Transmission lines for plasma 
measurements 

 Poor conducting plasma – tested as a lossy dielectric (plasma  
is placed instead of dielectric between two conductors): 

Conductive plasma – tested directly as a lossy conductor (surface wave 
propagates along the plasma column placed instead of a metal conductor): 



Transmission lines with  
plasma conductors 

I.Alexeff et al., Univ. of Tennessee, Knoxville 
/IEEE Trans. on Plas. Sci., 34(2), 2006, p.168/ 

Our plasma column RF test setup: 
a quarter-wavelength coaxial cavity  
with an inner plasma conductor. 
 
          Similar design – a stealth coaxial line  
          with inner and outer plasma conductors  
          was built using fluorescent tubes: 

 



The new test circuit for the plasma 
parameters evaluation 

 Plasma flows or electrical discharges can be tested by placing  
    the plasma column at the axis of the cavity. The current maximum  
    for the quarter-wavelength coaxial cavity is near the feeding point,  
    the voltage maximum – near the open end; 

 The EM-field structure in the cavity is similar to that of a λ/4 rod     
    antenna. Thus, the possibility of RF power transmission along the  
    plasma column over a conducting plane, including antenna  
    applications, can be evaluated by using this method. 

to RF 
generator 

to power 
meter 

Cylindrical cavity (brass) 

Inner conductor (plasma) 

Plasmatron 

Quartz tube 



Assembly of the plasma column  
test setup 

Ignition 
port 

Safety port 
(10 bar) 

to RF signal 
source 

Combustion 
chamber 

to RF power 
meter 

Outer conducting 
shell (brass) 

Capacitive 
probe 

Induction 
excitation loop 

Quartz 
tube 

Quartz tube 
is taken out 



Our plasma generator runs 

Combustion rate of  
the chemical mix was 
depressed by an inert 
binder (resin). Chamber 
load was 20% by vol.  

Combustion rate of  
the chemical mix was 
moderate. Chamber 
load was 60% by vol. 
At the exit a bright 
quiet flame appeared 
with temperature about 
2000 K. 



Measurement:  
initial conditions and results 

 When the plasma generating mix combustion rate was  
    depressed by slow burning component, there was a quiet  
    bright flame at the exit, but no detectable RF signal power  
    at the probe was observed. The flame lasted about 1 second; 
 

 When the plasma mix was fast burning, but an explosive  
    combustion was prevented, a quick reaction was observed,  
    accompanied by 110-120 dB sound at 3 m from the device     
    output. The bright flash at the exit lasted about 10-20 msec.  
    The safety port was open. The RF signal output was  
    detected, its length was about 2-3 msec and its power was  
    found to be of the same order of magnitude as when the  
    copper wire was placed at the axis of the cavity. 



Experimental results and conclusions, 
comparison with other known data - 1 

 For the plasma temperature at the exit assumed to be 2500 K  
    and the gas pressure 5 bar at the exit of quartz tube, the  
    electron-neutral collision frequency is about 4·1011 rad/sec; 

 Considering that and detection of the RF signal, the electron  
    density in the plasma is at least 1013 e/cc, according to  
    the calculations of skin layer. That corresponds with Saha  
    equation data for seeded gases in similar conditions; 

 When the plasma conducted a RF signal, the energy  
    efficiency of its production was not greater or less than  
    that in the case of quiet flame output, because of safety  
    port opening in the case of fastest reaction. 



Paper summary 

 A method for generation of collisional plasmas was developed.  
    The plasma jets of 30 cm length with lifetime of millisecond    
    scale and ve≈1011-1012 rad/sec were obtained for testing. A new  
    plasma fuel, even more safe in use, is under development now; 

 A transmission line method for evaluating the electrodynamic 
    properties of collisional plasmas, preferably those with high  
    electron densities, is suggested for studying the plasmas of  
    atmospheric jets, flows in aerodynamic tunnels or electrical  
    discharges. In our tests there was detected Ne≈1013 e/cc; 

 A method for transmission of RF power by surface waves along  
    the plasma jets was checked at the signal frequency of 400 MHz.  
    At high RF powers such jets may be used to influence the flow. 
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